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Top right: Tal Ullmann of Sustainalytics
and the PRI’s Maria Lettini

Middle right: Julia Kochetygova of S&P
Dow Jones Indices

Right: Marthe Nordby and Remy Briand
of MSCI 

I wanted to congratulate you on
your successful RI Conference
in London! It was fantastic, good
content, good speakers and
great vibe!

Christine Gugolz Kiefer, Head of Client
Strategy Management, RobecoSAM
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RobecoSAM made an interesting offer to
asset owners and the concept of ‘forceful
stewardship’ kicked off the RI Europe
event in London today.

In his introduction to the two-day
conference, RobecoSAM’s CEO Michael
Baldinger made an offer to asset owners
in the room to reduce environmental
impact by 20% “for free – with very, very
low tracking error”.

He had 10 business cards with a voucher
on the reverse side. “Call me – together
we can have a positive impact. This is a
call to action from me to you.”

He went on: “Sustainable investing can do
so much more than exclude one single
stock in the investment universe.”

Then the new ‘forceful stewardship’
project was explained in greater detail. It’s
the brainchild of Preventable Surprises’
Raj Thamotheram and Howard Covington,
the former New Star Asset Management
CEO. Covington, citing research from
Dietz and Stern, spoke of the coming
‘carbon damage to dividends’ as climate
change takes hold – with asset liability
models potentially in trouble.

“The market will completely ignore these
numbers until it can’t ignore it,” he said.
“Then it will suddenly wake and we’ll see
values adjusted.” He went on to describe
the potential obsolesence of oil and coal
into “an extrapolation of how the stranding
of assets will take place”.

Thamotheram said the pair had been
influenced by the ‘Aiming for A’ initiative at
BP, Shell and Statoil but called for a more
forceful version next year. He described
how they are building a coalition of
investors (which he declined to name) to
get companies to reveal their low carbon
business plans.

Speaking to a roomful of investors,
Covington said: “We will be coming to see
you” to discuss a “well-considered, forceful
request for a low carbon business plan.
He put the ‘The Gorbachev Question’: “If
you don’t, who will? If not now, then
when?”

RI Europe 2015: RobecoSAM makes offer to
asset owners; ‘forceful stewardship’ is
described
Kicking off our on-the spot coverage of RI Europe

by RI journalists | June 2nd, 2015
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Above: Jeremey Coller

Left: Howard Covington

Below left: Below left: Jennifer Anderson of
The Pensions Trust, Jan Willem de Moor of
Robeco and Sevinc Acar of PGGM

Below: Michael Baldinger of RobecoSAM
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France’s Caisse des Dépôts and
Swedfund International are this year’s
winners of the RI Reporting Awards 2015
– for Best RI Report by a Large Fund and
Best RI Report for a Medium & Small
Fund, respectively. The awards were
bestowed on the two public financial
institutions today, the first day of the RI
Europe 2005 conference in London.

The RI Reporting Awards – now in their
third year – showcase excellence in
responsible investment and ESG
reporting, encouraging best practice and
transparency by recognising the highest
standards in the disclosure of responsible
investment activities by asset owners
globally.

Public disclosure, accountability and
transparency enhance the credibility of
responsible investment, leading to higher
standards. Using publicly available
information, the judges looked for
reporting best practice in terms of
simplicity, relevance, disclosure and
process.

Starting with Caisse des Dépôts, the
awards jury noted that its RI report was
one of the most detailed and transparent
of any submitted. It said: “There is a very
detailed description about ESG
(environmental, social and governance)
integration for each asset class.” Other
reasons for the award were board
diversity at the bank and the use of
independent auditors. The jury lauded
Swedfund’s RI report as “most informative
and comprehensive.”

It said: “The report’s strengths lie in its
clear definitions of what impacts it views
as constituting success and how they can
be measured. It specifies these clearly
(jobs created, taxes paid, investee
company growth) and then reports
aggregated and investment-specific
numbers.”

In the Large Funds category, the RI
reports from Swedish state buffer fund
AP4 and CalPERS, the US pension giant,
were given commendations. In AP4’s
case, the jury liked the fact that the

scheme provided comprehensive data on
its RI activities and the improvements to
them. CalPERS produced a “solid report
that linked investment beliefs, managing
risk, and ESG considerations into a
cohesive approach,” the jury said.

In the Medium & Small Funds category,
the reports from the UK’s Environment
Agency Pension Fund and the General
Board of Pension and Health Benefits (for
the United Methodist Church – UMC) were
also commended.

The jury commended the Environment
Agency pension scheme for its “strategic
commitment to have 25% of its assets
(£2.8bn €3.9bn) invested along
sustainable/responsible criteria by 2015.”
The scheme for the UMC was
commended for providing “case studies on
a variety of in-depth ESG topics like water
preservation, disaster relief and conflict
minerals.”

Caisse des Dépôts
and Swedfund
International win RI
Reporting Awards
Winners of third annual RI
Reporting Awards announced

by RI journalists | June 2nd, 2015
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Helena Charrier, Responsible Investment
Project Director, Caisse des Dépôts with
the award which was presented by Pierin
Menzli, Head Sustainable Investment
Research, Bank J. Safra Sarasin
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Above: Pia Axelsson of AP4 

Right: Anna Ryott and Karin Askelöf of
Swedfund International

Above: Henry Jones, CalPERS (centre) and James Andrus (right)

Right: Kirsty Jenkinson of Wespath

Faith Ward, Environment Agency
Pension Fund 
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“The economy is a sub-system of the
biosphere,” those were the words of Per
Bolund, the first biologist to be Markets
Minister in Sweden – making the point that
there is absolutely no conflict between
sustainable and financial goals. Mankind, he
argued, needed to stop acting like children
and more like a “shepherd of the planet”.

His government, he told the 500-strong
audience in a keynote address, wants to be a
global role model for sustainable
development leadership. “It’s too late for
excuses. We need to start moving and
reduce emissions for sustainable
development at a global scale.” He focused
on the AP funds’ work on transparency
around carbon emissions, saying for example
that AP6 is undertaking a climate analysis of
the unlisted companies in its portfolio. And he
said there is no evidence at all that Sweden’s
own carbon price – the highest in the world –
had had any adverse effect on the economy.

Dominic Emery, VP, Long-term Planning
and Policy at oil giant BP, spoke of the role of
the Institutional Investors Group on Climate
Change (IIGCC), the European investor
forum. The IIGCC has, he said “helped us to
think more deeply” about climate change
issues – as had the Aiming for A shareholder
resolution process. “It’s part of a journey. A
thoughtful [shareholder] resolution can make
a lot of difference,” he said, adding: “There is
only one direction of travel.” Asked what he
thought would happen to carbon prices as a
result of future regulation and renewables,
Emery said the company was already working
with an “internal carbon price” in a bid to make
the firm more energy efficient and reduce its
carbon emissions. He defined that price at
around $40, which was much higher than
what carbon emissions were trading on the

EU Emissions Trading Scheme. “It’s not for us
to decide what the carbon price ultimately will
be. That’s for the markets. But it’s clear that it
has to rise considerably from its current level.”

Speaking on the same panel, Ewald
Stephan, Chief Investment Officer of the
€2bn Protestant Church pension fund Verka,
said his scheme had recently done three
engagement campaigns, one with a sporting
goods producer whose workers in Asia were
being paid less than minimum wage; one with
a large bank which has suffered reputational
risk recently; and finally with issuers of
emerging markets sovereign bonds over
human rights.

Julia Kochetygova, Senior Director,
Product Management at S&P Dow Jones
Indices, floated the idea of a green Sharpe
Ratio – referring to the way to examine the
performance of an investment by adjusting
for its risk.

Elsewhere, Mark Chaloner, Assistant
Director of Investments at the West Midlands
Pension Fund, said he thought responsible
investing was moving to the mainstream. “If
you consider that we now have some 1,300
signatories to the PRI (Principles for
Responsible Investment) and 200 of them are
asset owners, I think it’s clear we’ve made a
lot of progress.” His fund has started taking
ESG issues into account during stock
selection – and joined the LAPFF (Local
Authority Pension Fund Forum) and was
involved with the Investing4Growth initiative.

Remy Briand, Global Head of Research at
MSCI said many investors continued to sit on
the ESG fence – unlike Swedish pension
fund AMF, which recently allocated its entire
equity portfolio to an index that had an ESG
component.

Janice Turner, Co-Chair of the Association
of Member Nominated Trustees (AMNT),
whose Red Line project is trying to get UK
pension schemes to do ESG integration, said:
“If you’re just letting companies do whatever
they want to do, you are not providing the
proper safeguards…For example, if you
believe that board directors are being
overpaid, you must realise that your money
could be better spent otherwise.“

Frederic Hoogveld, Investment Specialist
at Amundi, began his remarks by noting that
the French asset manager’s low-carbon index
products, which it had developed with MSCI,
had attracted €2.5bn in assets.

Francois Passant, executive director at
Eurosif, in a plenary on the EU dimension of
responsible investment, noted how
sustainability was barely mentioned in the
bloc’s ambitious Capital Markets Union plan
or the criteria for the new European Long
Term Investment Fund (ELTIF) structure.

Philippe Desfossés, chief executive officer
at France’s ERAFP, said he wasn’t sure that
ELTIFs were the anwwer for the “size of the
issue”. “The real issue is lengthening the
duration of large, institutional pension funds.
Funds dedicated to indivuals or small
investments are not the right answer.” He
warned that the European Commission
operated in silos and it was difficult to get
consistency. And he argued strongly that
investment consultants should let their trustee
clients know that they will be sued if they
don’t address these issues: “Just tell them.”
Turning to green bonds, he was sceptical as
to how they help decarbonisation – though he
would consider some form of legally ring-
fenced structure.

RI Europe 2015: Sweden’s Bolund on economy
and the biosphere; BP name checks IIGCC
Our on-the-spot coverage from the London event.
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With RI Europe in full swing, here’s a flavour of some of the key points made on the first day.

Left: Per Bolund
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Top right: (l to r) Linda-Eling Lee of MSCI,
Edward Mason of the Church
Commissioners for England and Raffaele
Russo of the OECD 

Above: (l to r) Sean Kidney of the Climate
Bonds Initiative, Clare Brook of the Blue
Marine Foundation and Larry Band of
The Prince’s Trust’s International
Sustainability Unit

Right: Per Bolund, Swedish Minister for
Financial Markets and Consumer Affairs,
Deputy Minister for Finance
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In a deep-dive panel looking at
engagement for equities investment, titled
‘integrated ownership strategies’, Jennifer
Anderson at the Pension Trust in the UK,
which outsources some £7bn in assets to third
party fund managers, said they saw two types
of engagement: One: voting and engaging for
good stewardship and looking at reactive
company risks. Two: engaged ownership and
active involvement that informs investment
decisions: “Some fund managers see no
value in it, others are very innovative. We
appoint investment managers that are
engaged owners: and we can now better
identify those that have thought about this and
can demonstrate value over the long term.”

Alex van der Velden, Chief Executive of
Ownership Capital said part of the problem
on ESG issues was not necessarily that
pension funds didn’t want to look at them, but
that they had inherited an ecosystem that
wasn’t built to do so: “Most fund managers’
processes were not made to capture extra-
financial info. Time horizons are also a
problem if you are worried about losing your
mandate each year: that’s not good for a long-
term issue like climate change.” Van der
Velden said size of stake was not the biggest
issue for investors when engaging, but
preparation and knowledge was vital: “You
have to look at how ESG risks play into the
long-term strategy of a company and then
make it real for them. That way you make
yourself a potential partner not an adversary,
and you have a conversation. Companies tell
us that mainstream portfolio managers don’t
these questions, whereas we tell companies
we plan to invest for 10 years.”

On the real estate asset panel, Nils Kok,
CEO and Co-founder of GRESB, the real
estate manager benchmark, noted that 81%
of European electricity consumption is via real
estate, but said it doesn’t get the attention it
deserves in the carbon investment debate.

Barriers to take up, he said, included short-
termism and a lack of appetite beyond Class
A, high-end buildings. He noted, however, that
by 2020 all new construction needed to be
near zero net emissions by 2020. Ari Frankel,
Director of ESG Strategy, Real Estate at
Deutsche Asset & Wealth Management, said
the same rules would apply in California.
Pushback, he added included whether
tenants would pay higher rates for
environmentally friendly, which he said was
being worked around by some investors via
specific green leases. Kok said GRESB would
soon release an infrastructure version of
GRESB, and also announced at the
conference that it had put together the first
Green Bond guidelines for real estate with the
International Capital Markets Association
(ICMA), published on June 2.

Nicky Amos, programme director at the
Business Benchmark on Farm Animal
Welfare, announced a new investor coalition
with £980bn of assets under management
would engage with companies who are on the
lowest two tiers of its benchmark of around 90
companies. The coalition involves Aviva, BNP
Paribas, Coller Capital, Ecclesiastical, NEI,
Rathbone Greenbank and Schroders. It will
engage with companies which are at the
bottom of the Business Benchmark on Farm
Animal Welfare and get them to account for
their performance in the benchmark. “It will be
a sign to large multinational food companies
that investors care,” said Amos.

The event also saw the soft launch of the
Farm Animal Investment Risk and Return
(FAIRR) initiative set up by investors for
investors to help them incorporate animal
welfare considerations into the investment
process, give insights into the industry and
plug knowledge gaps.

The drought in São Paulo in Brazil was
highlighted in a breakout session on water
and natural capital – with fears one of the

world’s largest city’s faces running out of
water in the very near future. As Matthew
Diserio, President Water Management, said,
water is the resource that is defining the 21st
century, as cheap oil was in the 20th.
Moderator Cate Lamb, who heads CDP’s
water project, revealed the environmental
data body’s staff in the city are considering
having to leave the city.

The last few weeks have seen “an incredible
amount of momentum” on climate change – on
the company side, the investor side and the
research side. That’s the view of Stephanie
Pfeifer, CEO of the Institutional Investors
Group on Climate Change (IGCC). She was
speaking as scientists announced a new
Apollo climate programme, and said: “It all
seems to be happening.”

AP2 is now looking at the utilities sector in
the same way as it looked at coal, said
Christina Olivecrona, Sustainability Analyst at
the Swedish state fund. She pointed out the
fund ran its first carbon footprint back in 2009
– and again in 2014. And, while it’s a good
exercise, it’s “frustrating” because it is difficult
to tell the meaning of the results that you get.
Turning to the Aiming for A shareholder
resolution initiative (AP2 was a co-filer at
Statoil), she said the overwhelming
shareholder support “is telling us something”.

Jan Willem de Moor, Portfolio Manager for
Euro Sustainable Credits at RobecoSAM
noted that in the five years that his firm had
relied on ESG integration, the portfolio had
showed outperformance. Sevinc Acar, Head
of Beta Investment Grade Credits at Dutch
pension investor PGGM, said that while her
firm could not speak of “outperformance,” it
was not costing PGGM money. Asked why
companies should take the ESG approach of
bond investors like RobecoSAM and PGGM
seriously, both de Moor and Acar said simply:
“It’s because they need funding.”

RI Europe 2015: engagement, GRESB, animal
welfare, Sao Paulo drought, AP2 and utilities
Further highlights from Day 1 of RI Europe.
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As RI Europe 2015 moved into its ‘Matrix’ breakout sessions, here’s a few highlights…
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Top Left: Ari Frankel of Deutsche Asset &
Wealth Management 

Top Right: Rory Sullivan of Ethix SRI
Advisors and Leeds University 

Middle right: Alexander van der Velden of
Ownership Capital 

Right: (l to r) Stephanie Pfeifer of IIGCC,
Rick Stathers of Schroders and AP2’s
Christina Olivercrona 
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The £15.6bn (€21.4bn) Strathclyde
Pension Fund has approved a £50m
investment in principle in the UK Green
Investment Bank Offshore Wind Fund LP,
said George Finnie, Investment Manager,
New opportunities at Strathclyde. There
has also been an investment of £30m in
Temporis Onshore Wind Fund LP and an
investment of US$50m in Markham Rae
Trade Capital Partners. This will provide
regulatory capital relief to international
banks to cut the cost of their capital in
trade finance operations in return for a
share of the operations’ income. And
another £20m has gone into the Muzinich
UK Private Debt Fund which will lend
directly to SMEs across the UK. The fund
is making a staged movement away from
equities towards different asset classes
via its ‘new opportunities portfolio’.

In a ‘mythbusting’ session on impact
investing, Tomas Carruthers, CEO of the
UK’s Social Stock Exchange, said the
benefit of companies doing impact
reporting was that it led to an
improvement in employee engagement as
it reminded them of the purpose of
business. Michele Giddens of social
investor Bridges Ventures said it is a myth
that there is no ‘scale’ in impact
investment. She noted that online platform

Etsy was the first certified ‘BCorp’ (where
companies pledge to benefit society) to
float on Nasdaq. With uncorrelated
returns, social impact bonds could
become institutionally exciting once there
is a track record. Carruthers said he
believed ESG would be common in
mandates of large-cap and mid-cap
equities in the future. “If you integrate
ESG how do you distinguish yourself?” he
said, suggesting impact investment could
be a way.

So-called ‘blue bonds’ are “pretty
simple and pretty compelling” as an
investment thesis and similarly have a
really strong sustainability thesis,
according to Larry Band, who is a
consultant to Prince Charles’ International
Sustainability Unit. The nascent bonds
would be linked to the likes of sustainable
fisheries, marine conservation and fishing
fleet upgrades, though there is no track
record as yet. He went on to say that the
World Bank is probably the only
organisation that has enough eligible
projects on its balance sheet at the
moment.

Human capital was the focus of a
separate Matrix session. Andy Howard,
Managing Director of consultancy Didas

Research, unveiled the results of a study
showing that companies with high
employee productivity outperform those
with less. “We found that the share
outperformance of those companies
against others was an average of 4%,”
said Howard. According to him, the study
shows how important it was for companies
to keep employees satisfied. Howard also
cited US tech giant Apple as a company
known for its high employee satisfaction.

Ryan Brightwell, Researcher at
BankTrack, told RI on the sidelines of the
event that the NGO has still not received a
formal response from the International
Capital Market Association (ICMA) about
its detailed letter in April which set out
some of its misgivings about the Green
Bond Principles, in particular a GDF Suez
(now Engie) issue linked to a controversial
Brazilian dam project. ICMA acts as
secretariat for the principles and
BankTrack – an official observer of the
principles – is keen to engage with ICMA
and the principles’ signatories on the topic,
he added. Sean Kidney of the Climate
Bonds Initiative said it is working with the
Chinese government on a green bonds
framework which may be published later
this year.

RI Europe 2015: ‘Blue bonds’; 
impact investing mythbusting; 
Strathclyde eyes offshore wind
The latest highlights from the London conference.
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Further coverage of RI Europe’s ‘Matrix’ panel sessions.
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Above: Investor consultant Louise Rouse 

Above right: Catherine Howarth of ShareAction 

Left: AODP Chair John Hewson

Below: James Upton of BHP Billiton 
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Jeremy Coller, Founder and Executive
Chairman of UK private equity
secondaries firm, Coller Capital, says his
new initiative to have the risks associated
with farm animal welfare considered as a
material ESG (environmental, social and
governance) investment issue, will publish
its first report on those risks next month.

Coller announced the initiative, FAIRR
(Farm Animal Investment Risk & Return),
in February and soft launched it at the RI
Europe 2015 conference. In a keynote
interview with RI Managing Editor, Hugh
Wheelan, he said he envisioned FAIRR as
a network of investors who agree to
consider animal welfare as an
investment/risk issue and will monitor
investee companies on how they deal with
it. Most of the initiative’s focus is on animal
factory farming (AFF).

Coller said he hoped animal welfare would
be seen as one of the priorities for
investors who have embraced the United

Nations-supported Principles for
Responsible Investment (PRI).

“It’s not on the PRI list and we’d like to
change that. And I ask all of you investors
in the room to join us,” Coller told
delegates. To illustrate the investment
risks associated with poor treatment of
animals, Coller cited the documentary film
“Blackfish,” which portrayed the lot of killer
whales captured by Sea World, the US
amusement park operator.

“When the film came out last year and
went viral, there was a 30% decline in
attendance. Its (Sea World’s) share price
also declined 30%. Its CEO was also fired
last month.”

He continued: “Coming to animal factory
farming, there is the case of Hallmark-
Westland, a California meat-packing
company. It had the biggest product recall
in US history: 143 million pounds of beef
were recalled, or the equivalent of 200
jumbo jets.

The recall cost the company $116m. But
what bankrupted them in 2012 was a
class-action suit that followed.”

Hallmark-Westland, said Coller, was an
example of a short-term risk. With respect
to the long term, he said there were “four
inconvenient truths” about factory farming.
One was the spread of drug resistance
due to overuse of antibiotics on farm
animals. The second was that it
contributed greatly to global warming due
methane release. The third was
undernourishment caused by the need to
support the practice with crops. And the
fourth was ignorance about the issue.

“FAIRR should not necessarily be seen as
a divestment campaign. Instead, what
we’re asking is that investors plug the
knowledge gap,” Coller said.

RI Europe 2015: Jeremy Coller backed
FAIRR initiative to report on animal
welfare investment risks
Private equity chief sees “four inconvenient truths” in factory farming.

by Jan Wagner | June 4th, 2015
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Above right: Christer Jonsson of AMF
and Mamadou-Abou Sarr of Northern
Trust Asset Management

Right: (l to r) Neil Brown of Alliance Trust
Investments, Dorothy Maxwell of The
Sustainable Business Group, Phil
Townshend of Marks and Spencer and
Michael Beutler of Kering 

Below left: Nordea’s Sasja Beslik

Below right: (l to r) Colm Harney of
Hymans Robertson, Amundi’s Philipp
Ammann and Khalid Husain of TIAA-
CREF  
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Investment consultants came in for sharp
criticism on their approach to responsible
investment at RI Europe 2015 in London.
Dawn Turner, head of pension fund
management at the Environment Agency
Pension Fund, said they were not doing
enough to challenge funds when advising
on ESG issues. She told the audience:
“That’s despite the Law Commission
saying pension funds are at fault if they
don’t do this as part of their fiduciary duty.”

Turner, speaking on a panel looking at the
fossil fuel divestment debate, revealed that
the Environment Agency fund would
shortly invest passive equity exposure into
a low carbon target index to reduce its
carbon dioxide levels against the reference
benchmark. She also revealed it had taken
money out of equities as the FTSE100
index was very carbon intensive.

Mark Campanale, founder and executive
director of the Carbon Tracker Initiative
revealed a number of new initiatives from
the financial NGO. It has written to the
SEC asking it to put pressure on
companies to disclose the C02 exposure
implicit in their planned extraction projects.
He said Carbon Tracker would itself be
counting up the C02 in capital expenditure
via a new ‘CAPEX tracker’. He said that
there would also be closer scrutiny on who

owns coal and gas companies in the press
in the coming weeks: “It will lead to some
uncomfortable thinking”. He added: “There
have been a couple of institutions
aggressively buying what has been sold
by divesting investors, and the public
should know who they are!”

Addressing long-term investing issues,
Mark Mansley, chief investment officer at
the Environment Agency Pension Fund,
advocated working with an
underperforming asset manager to help
them improve, instead of immediately
sacking them: “We’ve done it twice in the
last two years. We could have sacked the
manager but decided to engage with them
and see what would work best.” He said
one manager had stocks in its portfolio that
the fund was “deeply uncomfortable” with,
so the EAPF worked with the manager on
carbon footprinting and ESG requirements.

Khalid Husain, director of ESG investing
at TIAA CREF, said certain language like
ESG integration can lose people. “We
need to break down what that means. It is
looking at fraud, labour standards, etc. But
broadly saying ESG & SRI issues brings
the misconception that it is a compliance
exercise or more of a constraint. You need
to break down ESG factors and make
them explicit and tangible.”

During a breakout session on ‘Big
Pharma’, Sile Lane, Director at the NGO,
Sense About Science, saidthe world’s
largest drugs firms don’t disclose the
results of clinical drug trials half of the
time. This is a serious risk for investors
given the potential for litigation, added
Helena Viñes Fiestas, Head of
Sustainability Research at BNP Paribas
Investment Partners. Peter van der Werf,
Engagement Specialist at RobecoSAM,
said this the lack of transparency was
something that his firm along with 21
other investors were engaging with
pharmaceutical firms on.

At a breakout session devoted to
corporate tax management, Linda-Eling
Lee, Global Head of Research at MSCI,
said their research revealed an $82bn
annual “tax gap“ for companies listed on
the MSCI World Index between what they
pay now and what they would under a
move to country-by-country revenue
reporting, equivalent to 20% of earnings.
Edward Mason, Head of Responsible
Investment at the UK Church
Commissioners said companies that don’t
recognise that the tax environment has
changed are exposing themselves to
“significant risk.”

RI Europe 2015: EA fund starts low
carbon index, investment consultants
slammed, CAPEX Tracker
The highlights of Day 2 at RI’s flagship London event.
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Above left: Frederic Hoogveld of Amundi 

Above: Vigeo’s Nikki Gwilliam-Beeharee

Left: Quilter Cheviot’s William Buckhurst 

Below left: Climate Bonds Initiative’s
Sean Kidney and Julia Haake of oekom
research 
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Bob Monks, the renowned corporate
governance champion, has backed the
idea of suing pension funds to test if they
are failing in their fiduciary duty by not
factoring climate change risks into their
fund investments.

“If you want to get something done – rather
than appear to – you bloody well sue; that
way you actually get their attention,” he told
the RI Europe 2015 event in London this
week. Monks, co-founder of Institutional
Shareholder Services (ISS) was speaking
on a panel with John Hewson, the former
Australian politician and economist who
chairs the Asset Owners Disclosure Project
(AODP) campaign.

In April the AODP formally launched a
project called the Climate and Pensions
Legal Initiative (CPLI), which will work with
pension fund members to challenge
trustees and managers to fulfil their legal
duty to protect investments from climate
risk.

Hewson told delegates: “We’re going to
sponsor a case to bring a pension fund to
account.”

He said the hope is that the test case will
help to change the nature of fiduciary duty,
though the AODP has not formally
identified a pension fund target.

We’re going to sponsor a
case to bring a pension
fund to account” –
AODP’s Hewson.
He said: “Some times the only way you
can get the attention of people is to hit
them over the head with a piece of
[wooden] 3×2!”

Hewson said it is up to investors to “drive
the argument” on climate change given
the lack of leadership from governments
and the prospect that the “risk of a climate
induced financial crisis is very real”.

RI Europe 2015: Governance champion Bob
Monks backs suing pension funds over climate
and fiduciary duty
“This is the way you get something done,” says founder of ISS.

by Daniel Brooksbank | June 5th, 2015

Home News AgendaExtra Jobs RI-TV RI-Events Reports 日木 About RSS
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Above: Cherie Blair 

Above right: Bob Monks

Right: Maggie Moore, Goldman Sachs
Asset Management

Below left: Anne-Catherine Husson-
Traore of Novethic

Below middle: Narina Mnatsakanian of
MN and Marta Jankovic of APG 

Congratulations on a really
successful event. That final
panel was amazing and a joy to
sit through!

Cate Lamb, Head of Water, CDP
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• ABP
• Achmea Fund

Management
• Acre
• Active Earth Investment

Management
• Alecta
• ALFI
• Alliance Trust Investments
• AllianceBernstein
• Allianz Global Investors
• Alpha Journal
• AMF
• AMNT
• AMP Capital
• Amundi
• Anesvad
• AP2
• AP3
• AP4
• APG Asset Management
• ArcelorMittal
• Asset Owners Disclosure

Project
• Association of Teachers and

Lecturers
• ATP
• Avans University of Applied

Sciences
• AXA IM
• AxFlow Ltd
• Babcock International

Group Pension Scheme
• Bank J. Safra Sarasin
• BankTrack
• BBC Pension Trust Limited
• BC Investment

Management Corporation
• BHP Billiton
• Bloomberg
• Blue Marine Foundation
• BNP Paribas
• BNP Paribas Investment

Partners
• BNY Mellon
• Borg Consulting
• Boston Common Asset

Management
• BP
• Bridges Ventures
• BrightonRock Group
• British Airways Pension

Investment Management
• Broadridge Financial

Solutions
• BSR
• BT Pension Scheme
• BVCA
• Caisse des depots
• CalPERS
• Cambridge Associates

• Camden Local Authority
Pension Fund

• Canada Pension Plan
Investment Board

• Capital Group
• Caravel Management
• Carbon Tracker Initiative
• Caricom Development

Fund
• CCLA Investment

Management
• CDP
• Central Finance Board of

the Methodist Church
• CFA Institute
• Chartered Institute of

Personnel and
Development

• Church of England Ethical
Investment Advisory Group

• Circularity Capital
• Citi Investment Research
• ClearBridge Investments
• Client Earth
• Climate Action
• Climate Bonds Initiative
• CLSA
• Colonial First State Global

Asset Management
• Columbia Threadneedle

Investments
• Comgest
• Communication Workers

Union
• Deutsche Asset & Wealth

Management
• Deutsche Bank
• Deutsche Telekom
• Didas Research
• DNB
• Doughty Hanson
• Edmond de Rothschild

Group
• EIRIS
• Electricity Supply Pensions

Scheme
• Elo Mutual Pension

Insurance Company
• Environment Agency
• Environment Agency

Pension Fund
• ERAFP
• ESG Communications
• Esmee Fairbairn Foundation
• Ethical Screening
• EthiFinance
• European Investment Bank
• Eurosif
• F&C Investments
• FAIRR
• Fidelity Investment

Management

524 delegates, representing 284
organisations and 26 countries
attended RI Europe 2015
By region:

United Kingdom 67%

Other 9%

Europe ex-UK 27%

By type of company:

Asset Manager/Bank 39%

Asset Owner/Fund Buyer/
Fund Advisor 20%

Data Vendor 12%

Association 6%

NGO 6%

Academic 3%
Corporate 2%

Other 12%
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• Financial Times
• First State Investments
• Fonds de Réserve pour les

Retraites
• Franklin Templeton

Investments
• FTSE ESG
• Future Fund
• German Research Center for

Artificial Intelligence
• GES
• GlaxoSmithKline
• Global Green Invest
• Global Impact Investing

Initiative
• Goldman Sachs Asset

Management
• GRESB
• Grieg Investor
• GTP
• Hermes Equity Ownership

Services
• Hermes Investment

Management
• HLDC African Development
• Holly Hill Trust
• HowESG.co.uk
• HSBC Bank
• Hymans Robertson
• IBM Retirement Funds -

Europe
• ICMA Centre - Henley

Business School
• IFC Asset Management

Company
• IIGCC
• Ilmarinen Mutual Pension

Insurance Company
• IMPA ACT
• Impact Economy
• Independent
• Inderst advisory
• Inflection Point Capital

Management
• ING
• Insight Investment
• Integriti Capital
• Investment Association
• Investor Responsibility

Research Center Institute
• IPE
• IPE-Quest
• Isaac Newton Institute for

Mathematical Sciences
• ISS
• Janus Capital Group
• Jeremy Coller Foundation
• Joseph Rowntree Charitable

Trust
• Joseph Rowntree Foundation
• JP Morgan

• Jupiter Group
• Kempen Capital Management
• Kering
• KfW Bankengruppe
• Kleinwort Benson Investors
• KLP Kapitalforvaltning
• KPMG
• LFPI
• LGT Financial Services AG
• Light Green Advisors
• London & Capital
• London School of Economics
• Lower Austrian Chamber of

Agriculture
• M&G Investments
• MainStreet Partners
• Man Group pension fund
• Mariner Investment Group
• Marks & Spencer
• Mercer Investment

Consulting
• Metanoia
• MN
• Montagu Private Equity
• Morgan Stanley
• MPYA DIASPORA BANKING

INITIATIVE
• MSCI ESG Research
• Natixis
• NEST Corporation
• Newton Investment

Management
• Nicky Amos CSR Services Ltd
• NN Group
• NN IP
• Nordea Asset Management
• North East Scotland Pension

Fund
• Northern Trust Asset

Management
• Notenstein Private Bank
• Nottingham University

Business School
• Novethic
• Nykredit Asset Management
• NZ Super Fund
• Ocean Capital
• Oddo Securities
• OECD
• oekom research
• Öhman
• Old Mutual Investment

Group
• Omnia Strategy
• Ontario Teachers' Pension

Plan Board
• OPTrust
• OU Endowment

Management
• Ownership Capital
• Pearson Group Pension Plan
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• Permian Global Research
Limited

• PGGM
• Pictet Asset Management
• PIRC
• PKA
• Preventable Surprises
• PRI Initiative
• Price Waterhouse Coopers
• Prius Partners
• Prospect Union
• QUICK Corp.
• Quotient Investors
• Rabobank
• ReFine Research Charity
• Regnan
• Resonance
• Rob Lake Advisors
• Robeco
• RobecoSAM
• Rouse Consulting &

Research
• Royal Bank of Scotland

Group Pension Fund
• Royal London Asset

Management
• RPMI Railpen Investments
• Ruffer LLP
• S&P Dow Jones Indices
• Sarasin & Partners
• Schroder Investment

Management
• SciTeb
• SD-M
• SEB
• Sense About Science
• Seven Investment

Management
• ShareAction
• SharedImpact
• Social Stock Exchange
• SODALI
• Soil Capital
• Solaron Sustainability

Services
• South Pole Carbon
• South Yorkshire Pensions

Authority
• SRI-CONNECT
• Standard Life Investments
• Strathclyde Pension Fund
• Sustainable Business Group
• Sustainable Insight Capital

Management
• Sustainable Value Investors
• Sustainalytics
• Swedfund
• Swedish Ministry of Finance
• T Rowe Price International

• Takasaki City University of
Economics

• TCAM Global
• Temporis Capital
• TH Real Estate
• The Foundation
• The Guardian
• The International

Sustainability Unit
• The Pensions Trust
• The Prince's Charities ISU
• THS Partners
• TIAA-CREF Asset

Management
• Towers Watson
• Trades Union Congress
• Triodos Investment

Management
• Trucost
• UBS Global Asset

Management
• UK Green Investment Bank
• UKSIF
• UN Environment

Programme Finance
Initiative

• Unilever
• Union Investment
• Unipension
• Universidade de São Paulo
• University and College

Union
• University of Edinburgh
• University of Edinburgh

Business School
• University of Leeds
• University of Nottingham
• University of Reading
• USS (Universities

Superannuation Scheme)
• USS Investment

Management
• ValueEdge Advisors
• Veolia
• Verka Pensionskasse
• Vigeo
• Vontobel Asset

Management
• Water Asset Management
• Waterman Group
• Wellcome Trust
• Wespath Investment

Management
• West Midlands Pension

Fund
• Wheb Group Asset

Management
• WWF-UK

Above: The RI Town Crier with Carlos Arias-Prieto of EIRIS 

Below: Pablo Berrutti of Colonial First State Global Asset
Management
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Top: Remy Briand, Janice Turner of the
AMNT and Mark Chaloner of the West
Midlands Pension Fund 

Above left: Cate Lamb of CDP, Lauren
Smart of Trucost and Matthew Diserio of
Water Asset Management 

Above: Helena Viñes Fiestas of BNP
Paribas 

Left: (l to r) RI’s Daniel Brooksbank, CFA
Institute’s Josina Kamerling, Lucy Tusa of
Mercer, Francois Passant of Eurosif and
ERAFP’s Philippe Desfossés 
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